VMware Enterprise Learning Subscription

Access to a comprehensive, digital learning library; anytime, anywhere

Organizations across the globe share a common challenge: how to efficiently train IT teams with the skills they need to achieve business outcomes. This challenge is further amplified when IT teams have differing skills and time constraints and are based in various locations. Additionally, users require access to the right content at the right level of expertise, at the right time, which can be vital to the success of your VMware solutions.

Digital learning is the future of IT training

The VMware Enterprise Learning Subscription™ (ELS) is a comprehensive digital learning solution from VMware Digital Learning with the latest digital content developed exclusively by VMware certified experts.

ELS helps IT organizations and teams gain the knowledge, skills and validation for continued success, anytime, anywhere. Many companies leveraging ELS within their teams begin with a Knowledge Skills Assessment (KSA) that provides actionable insights to address gaps in IT skills and optimize your VMware investments. It can provide individual learning paths that can be fulfilled through ELS.

What’s included in the Enterprise Learning Subscription?

At a glance
Efficiently train the IT organization, across the team and around the globe.

Key Benefits
• The most comprehensive digital learning solution covering the VMware portfolio
• Solution-specific content created by certified VMware experts
• Access to all full-length, On Demand courses and companion e-books, including their associated Lab Connect™
• Convenient, immediate access to the desired digital training 24x7 from anywhere
• Two complimentary VMware Certified Professional (VCP) exam vouchers for everyone registered on the Enterprise Learning Subscription

Get Started
Get started on your VMware Learning journey by contacting one of our Learning Specialists.
Additional Value-Added Features

- Immediate access to new, frequently added content
- No additional charge for new content added throughout your subscription term
- Multi-year subscription packages are available upon request for uninterrupted service with the ability to add or change subscription users each year

Learn More

Discover VMware Learning by visiting vmware.com/learning

The Enterprise Learning Subscription platform offers a video-driven user experience, creating an environment for exciting and engaging learning. With a simplified search and navigation engine you can quickly and easily find information by VMware product, skill level, groups or certification. On Demand courses offer the same in-depth instruction and content as the instructor-led courses offered by VMware Learning and qualifying courses meet eligibility requirements for relevant certifications.

Featured On Demand content at your fingertips

Individual users can explore our full-length On Demand courses, which are equivalent to instructor-led offerings.

Focused on your business outcomes

Your success starts on the first day of your subscription. One of our customer success experts will support new users through the onboarding process.

We will help:

- Pre-register all your designated team members
- Provide onboarding to help new users navigate Digital Learning
- Offer best practices and helpful tips for getting the most out of ELS

After your IT team members are onboarded, community forums will be available to answer questions and help find the right level of content. Individualized learning paths that cater to participant skillsets and desired organizational objectives can also be recommended. We can also provide consumption metrics to your organization to demonstrate the subscription’s utilization across your team members.

Learn more

Contact your VMware Learning sales representative to learn more and to purchase the Enterprise Learning Subscription. Minimum purchase is required.